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I see Green     
A “job well done” is in order for all of the R.J 

Zavoral & Sons Inc. employees.  Since the safety 

meeting all employees out in the field have been 

wearing their new green vest with pride.  Thank 

you all for your co-operation on the new policy, 

and just remember… Think Safety. 

 

Is that a culvert on your trailer? 
If you are sent on a mission to run some pipe out 

past that big elm that Rick buried 10 years ago 

and then left, the directions are the least of your 

worries.  Vicki is asking if you remove any pipe 

from either yard, (new, old or landfill) please 

write down on your time card what size and how 

much pipe you are taking out there.  Once that 

job is done you can go back to finding that old 

elm. 

 

More Crap to remember 
To help us become a more organized operation 

we are going to keep some stuff in regular spots.  

From now on the Sign trailers and the water 

pumps have a new home, the old shop.  If we 

store this equipment in the same spot all the time 

we will never misplace it.  

 

May Birthdays 
May is a slower month for Birthdays but it has 

some big names in it.  This month features the 

man with the most nicknames, some of them I 

can’t even write down, Jim Blanchette on May 

6th.  Also celebrating a birthday is Aaron “G” 

Gregoire who turned 20 on May 4th.  From all of 

us at R.J. Zavoral & Sons hope you had a Happy 

Birthday.     

 

 

Hard Hat Stickers 
In this week’s paycheck I have sent a copy of the 

new hardhat stickers.  These stickers are yours to 

keep, so don’t say I never gave you anything! 

 

Another Word From Vicki 
Now that we are working with the gravel and 

private trucks we need to pay closer attention to 

their sheets when we sign them out.  Please make 

sure that on the sign out sheets there is the 

truck’s name, number, load numbers, time of 

each load, the driver’s name, and the time you 

signed them out.  This will prevent problems in 

the future. 

 

Dial A Ride 
There is a new lowboy driver in town and a new 

phone number.  Craig Severson has been running 

the western star most of spring already and is 

gearing up for the summer.  The lowboy’s new 

phone number, Craig too, and it is 739-4411.  

Commit this number to memory so you can dial 

a ride this summer. 

 

I am so smart 
Those are the words that are being said by two 

lucky ladies this spring.  Carrie Enright, daughter 

of Randy Enright, is graduating from Sacred 

Heart High school on May 27th.  Also this spring, 

Andrea Horken is graduating from Bemidji State 

with a teaching degree.  Congratulations to both 

of you and the best of luck in the future. 

 

Trivia: 
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This month’s question:  How many yards of 

dirt did we move in 6 days during this years 

flood run? 


